
JCONNECT: OUR MEMBER SERVICES

MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS
OPTION 1 GOLD MEMBERSHIP 6 MONTHS: 
US$10.95/month for 6 months, then just US$10.95 monthly thereafter

OPTION 2 GOLD MEMBERSHIP 3 MONTHS: 
US$13.95/month for 3 months, then just US$13.95 monthly thereafter

~ Be sure to cancel your membership from the payment page of your profile before the renewal date as both of these 
options are on auto renewal by default.

BASIC MEMBER OPTION
UPGRADE TO ACCEPT MATCH - US$18.00

This upgrade should only be selected in order to accept a specific match; it is not a regular membership plan. You will 
not be allocated a personal connector but you will be able to accept matches sent to you for a period of one calendar 
month.

FEATURE

Insert profile in worldwide database

Receive match suggestions

Accept, decline or hold match

Your own personal connector

Meet with your personal connector

Seek advice and input from your connector via 
email or phone

Chat access to all connectors

Priority listing for potential matches

Access to articles, workshops, education programs

Access to event listings

GOLD MEMBER BASIC MEMBER

upgrade to accept match
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PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP 
A highly personalised connector service tailored to your individual needs.
Unlimited introductions from within and outside our database.
Personal guidance and feedback from professional connectors.

Platinum membership is $180 AUD for two months.
This service is highly popular with overseas travelers, ex-pats planning a return to Australia, time poor professionals 
and those wanting an elite service.

For further details about Platinum membership call Michelle on 0432097057.
 

GOLD MEMBERSHIP
Answer our questionnaire and your profile goes into our worldwide database. This enables all Jconnect connectors 
to send you matches.

You will be allocated your own personal connector who is dedicated to finding you compatible matches.

Your personal connector will meet with you to discuss ways to maximise your dating experience. Jconnect believes 
through meeting you face-to-face we are better able to match you. Personalised service and getting to know you is 
the key to making successful matches.

Your connector is able to search for potential matches specifically for you, based  on your personal criteria.

On average you will receive one match suggestion per month; however, you can receive a maximum of 4 match 
suggestions per month.

Jconnect gives you options, so you can choose the method that suits you best. You decide if you would like your 
profile to be seen by all connectors or limit your profile to just your personal connector.

View potential match’s profile including description, background and photo. The more information you receive the 
more confident you feel about meeting them.

You may ‘Accept’, ‘Decline’ or ‘Hold’ potential matches.
 
Unlimited chats with connectors (Initiate or respond to Connector chats). Building a relationship with your connector 
will allow them to understand your needs and wants so that they can send you the best matches.

All Gold members are prioritised before Basic members as a potential match for a member.

FREE LIMITED BASIC MEMBERSHIP 

This service is FREE

Answer our questionnaire and your profile goes into our Worldwide database in a limited capacity.

You do not have a personal connector. They can suggest a match to you if you show up as a potential match for one 
of their Gold Members, but they won’t be searching specifically for you.

Meet with an admissions interviewer before receiving any matches.

THE FINE PRINT
We are very excited to be partnered with a US based company*. This affiliation makes us part of the biggest global matchmaking 
service for Jewish singles. We will be using the WAM software and billing system and that’s why we are quoting our monthly 
membership fees in US$. The fee will be converted based on the exchange rate at the time of the transaction and shown on your 
credit card statement in Australian dollars.
We remain a fully Australian based community organisation with Australian connectors and a local office.

*WAM (Woodmere Asset Management), known as JretroMatch.com and SawYouAtSinai.com.


